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QUESTION: 58
Which Dell EMC array will use Snap-based replication when protected with
RecoverPoint?

A. VPLEX
B. Unity
C. VNX
D. XtremIO

Answer: B

QUESTION: 59
What is the expected compression rate for protections with Dell EMC Data Domain
Cloud DR before sending data to the cloud?

A. 45%
B. 50%
C. 60%
D. 65%

Answer: D

QUESTION: 60
Which Dell EMC Data Protection Suite for Application technology enables the
Hypervisors Direct backup to Data Domain?

A. VMware ESX Avamar
B. VRPA and VMware ESXi
C. ProtectPOint Client Direct
D. ProtectPoint vRPA

Answer: B

QUESTION: 61
A company Protection VM is being protection asynchronously with a Dell EMC
RecoverPoint for Vms Consistency Group. When will this VM receive an
acknowledgement that a write a successfully written to storage?

A. Once the change is written to the Copy VM
B. After the vRPA acknowledges the Write Splitter
C. One the change is written to the journal
D. As soon as the Write Splitter receives the write

Answer: D

QUESTION: 62
When sizing a Dell EMC Data Domain solution, what key information should be
collected from the customer?

A. Amount of data that exists; Amount of data that needs to be backed up; Amount of
tapes used for each backup
B. Amount of data that is contained in a full backup; Amount of primary data to backup,
retain, and replicate offsite; Backup software reporting for a single, complete, and full
back up of all data
C. Amount of available storage; Amount of tapes that will be generated weekly
‘monthly/yearly; Capacity of the existing tape library
D. Backup software reporting for a single, complete, and full back up of all data;
Amount of tapes that will be generated weekly/monthly/yearly; Capacity of the existing
tape library

Answer: C

QUESTION: 63
A customer wants a technology refresh of their Dell EMC Networker environment. They
want the ability to backup to disk devices. In addition, they want to write all backup-todisk devices with eight save sets simultaneously. After reviewing the current
environment, you discover that only two drives are used. Which setting should be
change so that all are used simultaneously?

A. Target sessions
B. Devices parallelism
C. Max session
D. Client parallelism

Answer: D

QUESTION: 64
A company wants to leverage their cloud object storage account and move their 100910011 retention backups from their Dell EMC IDPA DP530O What is a recommended
solution?

A. Upgrade to a DP5800 and then add the Data Domain Cloud Tier license
B. Add ma Cloud Tier metadata shelves to the OP5300 and then add the Data Domain
Cloud Tier license
C. Configure a CloudBoost virtual or physical appliance to move long-term retention
backups to the cloud objects storage
D. License the Data Domain Cloud DR feature on the DP5300

Answer: D

QUESTION: 65
A customer has a new NAS device that to be backed Up. The data should be written to a
EMC Data Domain with networker. The Data Domain is only accessible through the
network. What is the recommended way to back up the NAS through NDMP?

A. NDMP two-way backup
B. NDMP backup over iSCSi
C. NDMP backup to non-NDMP devices
D. NDMP local backup

Answer: B
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